Achieve Productive Teamwork

MaitreView™
Multi-window Video Processor

AVLINK®
The Highest Quality AV Solutions
MaitreView™ is the seamless-switching and uncompressed 4K/60Hz multi-window video processor for 4 inputs and 2 outputs for changing the way we communicate.

Flexible Views

The multi-window performance provides presenters the ability to share effectively – accomplishing digital transformation in mission-critical applications, including corporate, healthcare, education, government and much more.

Classic Views
Inspire the interactive discussions and share data efficiently than ever before.

MaitreView™ opens numerous possibilities to versatile applications from regular trainings to conference meetings.
Stunning Resolution
Clear Vision

Seamless Switching between Multiple Sources

High-resolution Lossless Video

Independent Layouts Processing on 2 Outputs
**Intuitive Management, Flexible Control**

- On-Screen Display to Identify Input Sources
- Modularized Border Lines to Highlight the Selected Regions

**Flexible Control**
- Windows Software
- Tablet APP
- Front Buttons
- APIs (Application Programming Interfaces)
Display all information in high resolution for easy comparison and assist checking details to create a productive and effective meeting.

Meeting Room Applications

Both employees and customers have the flexibility to share in any way they want and contribute to all kinds of meetings in conference rooms, huddle rooms, and working spaces.
Operating Room Applications

The multi-view and zero-latency display makes the most of the surgical visual space to enhance workflow in operating rooms (ORs) and intensive care unit (ICUs).

Crystal-clear ultrasound, x-rays, and scans satisfy the needs of surgeons and clinical staff through all phases of a surgery.
Offer superior performance and contribute to schools when helping immersive learning – creating smarter classrooms to show live streams, A/V files, still images, documents, and websites.

Classroom Applications

Teachers and instructors engage audiences with many sources but sustain ease of use. Students are able to compare facts and showcase video content when present.
Help make fast decisions by displaying uncompressed video on all monitors in different views.

Never miss any detail! The zero-latency switching shows real-time video between multiple sources for surveillance and security.
Testimony

With the MaitreView™ 4KPro, we can have 5 videos and files including CAD, sketch, and photos displayed simultaneously. We can also jump back and forth and put layers on top. The system helps save 50% of the time compared with before.

— Benson Hsu, General Manager for Dong Hua Building Materials
MaitreView™ Family

MaitreView™ 4KPro

4K60 4:4:4
Drag & Drop
Independent Outputs
Seamless

MaitreView™ 4KLite
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